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Conflict between parents over care of young ariseswhen

the young benefit from the effort of both parents, but

each parent suffers a reduction in future reproductive

success as a consequence of its own effort. Here, we

review existing models and argue that they fail to

capture many important components of parental con-

flict. For example, we lack adequate models of how a

parent should compensate for a reduction in the effort of

its mate. These models should incorporate the process

by which decisions are reached. Recent theory suggests

that a parent benefits by handicapping itself, and more

experimental and theoretical work on this topic could be

fruitful. We also need more theoretical work on attrac-

tiveness that incorporates consistent interactions

between males and females.

There are many forms of parental care and many ways in

which care can be costly to a parent, in that it reduces

their reproductive success in other breeding attempts

[1,2]. Parental care involves a high level of energy

expenditure, which might reduce the condition of the

parent at the end of the breeding season. This can reduce

the future survival of the care-provider and, hence, its

probability of breeding the following year. A parent that

deserts its mate and young has greater opportunities to

pair with a new partner within the current breeding

season than does a parent that cares. Even if a male

remains with his mate and young, it might be possible to

increase his chances of copulating with females other than

his mate by decreasing his level of care and devoting more

time to courting other females [3]. Such matings are

known as extra-pair copulations (EPCs).

Although the details vary across species, the success of

the young generally depends on the care from both

parents, whereas the cost to a parent depends on its own

effort. Thus, a conflict of interest emerges [4,5], with each

parent preferring the other to do the hard work. Here, we

focus on sexual conflict over care, although the parents

might also disagree about family size, timing of breeding

or the sex ratio of their offspring [6]. For a broader account

of sexual conflict, see [7].

The benefit that results from a particular level of care

by a parent depends on the behaviour of its partner,

whereas the cost of care in terms of lost mating oppor-

tunities depends on the behaviour of other members of the

population. For example, if a male deserts, his chances of

obtaining a new mate will depend on the number of

females that have also deserted their mate and are hence

available. If a male seeks EPCs, then his chances of

obtaining them depend on the receptiveness of females in

the population and the extent to which males allocate

their time to guarding their mates from other males as

opposed to caring for their young or seeking EPCs [8].

These complex interactions make it difficult to use verbal

arguments to predict the level of care that will evolve.

Theory attempts to predict the outcome of evolution by

constructing mathematical models that expose the logic of

parental conflict. Here, we consider phenotypic models

(Box 1) and discuss the necessary features of an adequate

theoretical framework.

There is a gap between theory and experimental tests of

the predictions of models, as models that are tested

experimentally often lack biological features that are

crucial in determining the observed behaviour. We con-

sider three areas in which further theoretical work should

be integrated with empirical studies: (i) the extent to

which a parent will compensate for a low effort of its mate;

(ii) whether an individual can manipulate its mate by

handicapping itself so that the mate increases its effort;

and (iii) how the attractiveness of a parent influences the

conflict over parental care.

Theoretical framework

Models present a simplified view of the world while trying

to capture some of its essential features. We would argue,

however, that there has been a tendency to oversimplify.

Here, we outline features that can play a key role in

determining predictions but that are not always included

in models.

Consistency

When we try to establish the outcome of selection, we

cannot consider a focal mated pair of animals in isolation

from the rest of the population. In a consistent model, the

behaviour of any individual is the best given the behaviour

of all other individuals. In other words, it is necessary to

adopt a holistic analysis of the population. To illustrate

this, suppose that one member of the pair deserts to try to

obtain another mate. Its probability of remating depends

on the number of single males and females, which depends

on the desertion behaviour of other population members.

In a consistent model, the behaviour of the focal male and

female must represent the behaviour within the whole

population. This means that the remating probability

cannot be given any value; its value is determined by the

behaviour of the focal pair. A consistent model corresponds
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to a possible state of the world. By contrast, an inconsis-

tent model might contain features that are contradictory

and, hence, cannot correspond to a possible state of the

world.

Many models of care incorporate consistent remating

probabilities [9–14]. However, some are not consistent,

including Maynard Smith’s influential Model 2 [14]. In

this model, males and females decide whether to care or

desert. Parents that care do not have the possibility of

remating. In one of the evolutionary outcomes predicted

by the model, all males desert to remate and all females

care. As Webb et al. [15] point out, this is inconsistent with

the assumption that deserting males can remate; if all

females are caring, a male that deserts will have no-one to

mate with.

The above example shows that including the inter-

action between population members can eliminate solu-

tions that are not possible states of the world. We

illustrate this with two further examples. Kokko [16]

considers a model in which females are either faithful

or solicit EPCs. If a male suspects his mate of being

unfaithful, he can reduce his parental effort, which in turn

might favour a decrease in faithfulness. This can lead to a

situation in which there are, at most, two stable outcomes;

in one of them, some females are faithful and both sexes

care; in the other, no females are faithful and typically

only females care. Alonzo and Warner [17] model the

mating and parental behaviour of the Mediterranean

wrasse Symphodus ocellatus. They show that analysing

the behaviour of sneakers, nesting males and females in

isolation from each other fails to provide realistic predic-

tions. When the interactions between these classes of

individual are included in the model, there is only one

stable outcome. The model provides a good fit to the

empirical data in that it correctly predicts that female

spawning and male sneaking are concentrated at very

successful nests.

In many populations, males gain matings with females

that are not their social partners [8,18,19]. As a conse-

quence of these EPCs, a male might not be the father of all

the offspring of his partner. It seems intuitively obvious

that amale that knows he has lost paternity should reduce

his parental effort, but it can be argued that this is not the

case: if a male has the same paternity, p, in all breeding

attempts and is unable to obtain EPCs, then his lifetime

reproductive success is the number of offspring reared

multiplied by p. Thus, if the male is unable to influence his

paternity, the parental effort that maximizes his lifetime

reproductive success is independent of p; that is, paternity

should not influence parental effort [20]. However, in a

consistent model, it is not possible for all males to have

reduced paternity unless some males are gaining EPCs

[21,22]. Although the effect of paternity depends on details

such as the options available to a male [20], there are

certainly cases in which a consistent model predicts that

males that gain EPCs decrease parental effort if paternity

is lost (reviewed in [13]).

Behavioural interactions between parents

If the parental effort of a starling Sturnus vulgaris is

decreased experimentally, its partner responds by increas-

ing its level of care [23]. This compensation, which is found

in many species of bird (but see [24]), shows that parents

respond to each other’s behaviour. There is also evidence

for compensation in the burying beetle Nicrophorus

vespilloides [25], an insect in which both parents care for

the young. Further evidence for responding comes from

reviewing the frequency of desertion by each sex in a

population. For a given level of desertion, there are too few

cases in which both parents desert. This shows that if one

parent deserts this affects the other parent, because they

tend not to desert [26]. In spite of the evidence for

behavioural interactions between parents, and its poten-

tial implications for patterns of care [27], few models

include such interactions. Preliminary work indicates that

predictions depend strongly on the process by which

decisions are made [28]. For example, if the male decides

his level of care before the female and the female responds

to the effort of the male, then the outcome can be less care

by the male andmore by the female than if the pair did not

interact [29]. In reality, parental decisions are likely to be

the result of a negotiation process involving repeated

Box 1. Phenotypic models

Genetic models can be used to follow the way in which a trait changes

over time under natural selection. If the environment does not change

over time then traits might also stop changing (i.e. evolution reaches a

stable endpoint). In trying to understand animal behaviour, a

reasonable initial approach is to see whether observed behaviour

can be explained as a stable endpoint. The advantage of considering

stable endpoints rather than the whole evolutionary trajectory is that

these endpoints can usually be understood in phenotypic terms

[56,57]. A phenotypic characterization of an endpoint is based on

suitably defined costs and benefits. At an endpoint, population

members are maximizing their net benefit. In the case of parental

conflict, it is inevitable that costs and benefits depend on the actions of

other individuals. In other words, from a phenotypic point of view, the

interaction between population members can be seen as a game. In

game theoretic terms, an endpoint of the evolutionary process is a trait

value that has the following property: if most population members

have this trait value, then no individual can obtain a greater net benefit

by changing its trait value [58].

To formalize the game theoretic approach, we define a trait value y

to be the resident trait value if most population members have this

value. Let W(x,y) be the net benefit to an individual with trait value x

when the resident trait value is y. Then, a necessary condition for a

trait value x* to be an endpoint is (Eqn I)

W ðx�; x�ÞRW ðx ; x�Þ for every trait value x [Eqn I]

In the language of game theory, this means that x* is a Nash

equilibrium for the game with payoff function W. Although this

condition is necessary for stability it is not sufficient. One problem is

that the inequality in Eqn1 is not strict, so that it is possible for mutant

individuals not having the resident trait x* to do as well as individuals

that do have this trait value. Thesemutants might not be eliminated by

natural selection and could increase in frequency as a result of drift.

Maynard Smith introduced a second condition that eliminated this

possibility and called a trait value satisfying both conditions an

evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS). Another problem with Eqn1 is

that it says nothing about what will happen to a population whose

resident trait value is close, but not equal, to x*. The condition of

continuous stability [59] ensures that such a population will move

towards x*. In seeking endpoints, game theoretic models should look

for solutions that are both ESSs and continuously stable.
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interactions between the male and the female, rather than

a single decision by each parent, and models should take

this into account [12,30].

Effects of individual differences within a sex

There is strong evidence that parents respond to one

another in deciding their parental effort. This suggests

that they are learning about the ability or willingness of

their partner to care, and that there are differences of

this sort within either sex (e.g. [31]). From a modelling

perspective, such differences are required if we are to

understand negotiation, otherwise there is nothing to

learn and no point in negotiating. In spite of the crucial

role of differences within a sex, only a few models of

parental effort have incorporated them. Differences within

a sex also have implications for the effects of paternity on

parental effort. For example, if males that have low

paternity also have a low probability of obtaining EPCs,

then these males might devote more care to their young

than would either their female partner or high paternity

males [13].

Should parents compensate?

Experiments in which a parent is manipulated by

attaching a small weight to it or by clipping some of

its feathers aim to see whether a reduction in care by

the manipulated parent affects the parental effort of its

mate. In particular, studies are concerned with whether

the mate fully compensates for any reduction in care

by the manipulated parent by increasing its own effort

(e.g. feeding rate) so that the total effort of both parents

remains the same. The procedure reduced the feeding rate

of the manipulated parent in some studies [23,24], but the

response of the mate of the manipulated parent varied. In

some studies, there was no statistically significant effect

on the feeding rate of the mate [24,32], but both increases

and decreases have been reported [33,34]. The total

feeding rate of the manipulated pair was significantly

less than that of control pairs in some studies [23,33], but

not significantly different in others [32].

What does theory predict about the response of one

parent to a change in effort by its partner? We have

argued that parents are likely to negotiate their efforts

by (perhaps repeatedly) responding to one another. The

response of one parent to a change in effort by the other

would then depend on the negotiation rule that the first

parent is using. One negotiation rule (the best response

rule) that has been suggested is for each parent to always

adopt the best effort given the current effort of its partner

[35]. If a parent followed this rule, it would increase its

effort in response to a decrease in effort by its partner, but

not by enough to compensate fully [29,30]. Although this

rule appears plausible, it is not a stable outcome of evolu-

tion: suppose that most members of a population adopted

this rule, and consider an individual following a mutant

strategy with a low level of effort. When this individual

cares, its effort is low and its partner partially compen-

sates by a high level of effort. The result is that, although

the young are slightly worse off, the mutant individual is

better off overall, because of its reduced effort. Thus, by

exploiting the willingness of its partner to compensate, a

lazy mutant individual will do better than will other popu-

lation members, and the mutant strategy will invade [30].

To predict the negotiation rules that will evolve, one

must regard these, rather than actual efforts, as being

heritable. The female rule will evolve so that it is the best

negotiation rule given the male rule, and vice versa [30].

McNamara et al. [30] find the pair of negotiation rules that

will evolve when individuals differ in quality. Individuals

using these rules compensate less strongly than they do

under the best response rule when raising their own effort

in response to a reduction in the effort of their partner.

Although each parent adopts the best negotiation rule

given the rule of its partner, the effort of a parent that

results from negotiation is not the best given the

negotiated effort of its partner. As a result of these

negotiated efforts, the young do less well than if the effort

of each parent was the best given the effort of the other

[29,30]. Under some circumstances, negotiated efforts are

so low that the young would do better if cared for by a

single parent [29].

The above results are based on particular costs and

benefits of care, and the assumption that the negotiation

phase does not incur costs. We need more realistic models

that go beyond this simple account and, although these

models have yet to be developed, it can be argued that full

compensation will not be predicted. If there is full

compensation, then a parent can decrease its own effort

without reducing the total effort to the young. Thus, if

parents respond only to each other’s effort, then under-

compensation seems necessary for evolutionary stability.

However, parents might also respond to aspects of the

condition of their partner [36], andmight be expected to do

so if an individual can honestly signal its condition. This

suggests that a parent can sometimes gain an advantage

by temporarily handicapping itself, provided that this

handicap can be observed accurately by its partner.

Do parents gain an advantage by handicapping

themselves?

If a female is caring for young on her own then it is

typically advantageous for her to have high, rather than

low, energy reserves. However, if the male is also caring,

his parental effort might depend on the reserves of the

female, and it is no longer clear that high reserves are

advantageous to her. One possibility is that females need

high energy reserves to care successfully for the young

unaided. If this is so, then a female that handicaps herself

by strategically reducing her reserves is unable to care

alone, thus forcing the male to care [37]. In this way, the

female does better than if she had maintained high

reserves. Under some circumstances, the female can

desert, given that the male is forced to care [37]. These

intriguing possibilities have yet to be investigated

empirically.

Parents might gain an advantage by handicapping

themselves in other ways. Smith and Härdling [38] argue

that females might lay clutches that are larger than their

optimal value if they had no help from a male. If the male

did not provide care for this large clutch, and the female

adopted her optimal effort, then the breeding attempt

would not be successful. This forces the male to care as
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well. In this example the large clutch can be thought of as

a self-imposed handicap. Consistent with the argument of

Smith and Härdling, after experimental reduction of

clutches, male starlings spent less time incubating and

instead attracted a second female [39].

By starting to moult while still feeding the young, male

pied flycatchers Ficedula hypoleuca reduce their ability to

care for those young. There is indirect empirical evidence

that this forces their female to work harder [40]. Here, the

potential handicap is the reduced feather condition during

moult. Of course, birds have to moult at some time; male

moult can only be considered as a strategic handicap if its

timing is not optimal in the absence of a response by the

female to the condition of the male.

Should attractive individuals care more (or less) than

non-attractive ones?

Observations and experiments provide conflicting results

about how attractiveness (typically, of the male) relates to

care. The ‘good parent hypothesis’ [41,42] predicts that

traits, such as ornaments and song, should signal the

ability of a male to provide care. Some studies support the

hypothesis by showing positive relationships between

sexually selected traits and paternal care [43–45],

whereas others do not find any relationship [46,47].

Attractive males might care less for the offspring than

do less attractive ones [48,49], a relationship that is

consistent with two hypotheses. First, there could be a

tradeoff between caring for young and gaining matings

with a new female [3], and it might be advantageous

for attractive males to increase their chances of such

matings by devoting less effort to their young than would

unattractive males. Second, females mated to attractive

males might increase their parental effort either to

improve the chances of retaining the mate or because

the young are more valuable (the ‘differential allocation

hypothesis’ [48,50]). Separating these two hypotheses is

not straightforward because parents appear to monitor

the effort of their mate, so a reduction in male care might

be driven by differential female allocation, or vice versa.

Box 2 outlines the features that are necessary for a self-

consistent model of parental care and attractiveness.

Future directions

Although considerable attention has been devoted to the

issue of parental conflict since the pioneering work of

Trivers [4] and Maynard Smith [14], there are still

surprisingly many gaps in both theoretical analysis and

information about the biology.

† Negotiation over parental care. We need further

theoretical work on the response of a parent to the effort

of its mate. Models should consider how efforts might

change over the course of a breeding attempt. Individuals

might respond directly to the behaviour of their mate, or

use cues such as offspring demand. Theoretical work

should explore these possibilities and experimental work

should establish the form of negotiation in particular

cases. Negotiation rules can be investigated by manipu-

lation experiments, which should investigate the

responses of parents using repeated manipulations of

breeding pairs and a range of treatment levels. Exper-

iments should also compare the effects of handicapping

with those of mate removals. There are theoretical reasons

to believe that, after removal, the response of the

remaining parent should not be the same as the response

that would be made if the partner were present but not

providing care [29]. When the partner is present, the

response will be part of a negotiation strategy that aims to

avoid being exploited by a lazy partner.

† Self-imposed handicaps. We need a broader under-

standing of whether organisms gain an advantage by

imposing a handicap, such as reduced energy reserves, on

themselves.

† Effect of common interests on conflict. The outcome of

conflict is likely to depend on whether parents either breed

together once before changing partners or pair for life [51].

It might also depend on whether the parents are related

Box 2. Modelling attractiveness and the conflict over effort

Data show that females find some males more attractive than others

[60]. From a theoretical perspective, understanding this preference in

terms of selection requires specification of: (i) the benefits of choosing

a mate; these could be direct (e.g. care or territory) or indirect

(genetic); and (ii) the costs of choosiness. Benefit and cost functions

cannot be assumed in advance; they emerge from a self-consistent

account of parental effort and attractiveness of both partners. Such an

account involves various dependencies, such as between the effort of

an individual and its own attractiveness. For example, the future

mating opportunities of a male are determined by his attractiveness to

females; but how attractive a female should find the male depends on

information that she has about his expected parental effort. No model

incorporates a self-consistent account of this interaction. Another

interaction occurs between partners over effort, which has been

modeled. However, the few models that include differences between

individuals are not specifically concerned with attractiveness. The

differential allocation hypothesis [48] says that an individual should

work harder to keep an attractive mate. There have been no formal

models of this hypothesis that incorporate both mate retention and

parent effort.

Kokko [61] presents an instructive model of parental care and

attractiveness. Males differ in quality and each allocates resources to

advertising to females, care and self-maintenance in the way that

maximizes fitness. Kokko shows that, when there are diminishing

returns from both advertising and care, the level of advertisement is an

honest indicator of male care. At evolutionary stability, males that

advertisemore also caremore and females prefer thesemales (i.e. find

them attractive).

Although Kokko’s analysis [61] is a major contribution to our

understanding of the relationships between attractiveness and effort,

it has some limitations in terms of the interactions that we have

identified as being required for a fully consistent model. In particular,

the interaction between the male and the female is not considered, so

the model cannot predict how the parental investment of a female

depends on the attractiveness of her mate.

Phenotypic models such as that of Kokko [61] can be used to

analyse direct benefits, but can run into problems when indirect

benefits are present. Fisher [62] suggested a self-consistent account

of the attractiveness of males when they provide only genetic

benefits. These genetic effects can be handled by phenotypic

models provided that intergenerational effects are taken into

account [63–65]. We need to extend these models to look at care

decisions and, hence, incorporate both direct and indirect benefits

in a consistent way.
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(e.g. [52,53]). More theoretical and empirical work on the

issue of common interests is needed.

† Mating systems and parental care. There is feedback

between mating systems and the form of parental care

[54], and we needmore investigations of how this feedback

constrains possible evolutionary outcomes.

† Attractiveness. We need general consistent models of

attractiveness in the context of care, and models of the

differential allocation hypothesis in particular.

† Multi-dimensional care. In many species, there is a

division of labour, with the female specializing in one

aspect of care and the male in another. This issue requires

more attention from theoreticians, because most models

adopt a uni-dimensional approach to parental care,

assuming that a single quantity, such as feeding rate,

suffices to characterize parental behaviour.

Conclusions

Parental care research has come a long way since Robert

Trivers’ seminal dictum ‘What governs the operation of

sexual selection is the relative parental investment of the

sexes in their offspring’, [4] but it has still a long way to go.

Recent research reveals fascinating new ideas about the

conflicts between parents over care, and proposes that

care and sexual selection are more intricately related than

was previously thought (e.g. [55]). In addition, theoretical

models have revealed that the behavioural interactions

between the male and the female parents have a major

impact on the solution of their conflict over care. However,

empirical studies are needed to test the assumptions and

predictions of these models. Given that most studies are of

birds, further studies are needed to investigate parental

care in other organisms, including insects, fishes and

mammals. Intriguing theoretical models propose that

parents might strategically handicap themselves to

manipulate their partner to provide more care. These

predictions have so far not been tested and it is not yet

clear whether the manipulations are effective in nature.

Parental care is an excellent model paradigm with

which to investigate cooperation and conflict between

male and female animals (including humans). In our view,

further progress depends on a better understanding of

how parents interact with each other and with other

individuals in the population; that is, with their social

environment. The effects of the social milieu and ecology

(such as resources and predators) on parental behaviour

might be more complicated than we currently acknowl-

edge. Understanding the various effects and interactions

is likely to be a hard, although worthwhile, exercise.
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